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Ryebread

“Salināta” rye bread can not be baked in other countries, 
thus protecting it from interpretations and counterfeits.

Rye bread is a Latvian traditional 

type bread

Baked in a wood-fired oven with rye flour, adding 

cumin to the dough, which gives the rye bread its 

characteristic taste and aroma. 

The European Commission in 2014 

included Latvian “salinātā” rye bread in 

the list of protected quality products.

The word “salināta” means to make 

sweet – sweeten- by scalding flour with 

hot water. 



Latvian
Language

33 letters

Three basic dialects: 
1. Liv dialect 
2. The Middle 
3. The Upper dialect

The Latvian literary language 
is based on the Middle 

dialect.

One of the oldest European languages

The oldest examples of articles in Latvian - from the 15th 
century



(Short four lines that include the ancient 
wisdom of the Latvian folk)

Latvian folk songs

Krišjānis Barons collected more 
than 200’000 folk songs

A collection of folk songs called 
"Dainu skapis" is included in the 

UNESCO program 
"Memory of the World".

There are more than 1.2 million folk songs

Folk songs originated more than 
a thousand years ago 

Were sung both on holidays and in everyday life, including 
reflections on life



L

DRĪDZIS - deepest lake in
Latvia and the Baltics.

Deepest point is 66.2 m

LUBĀNS – largest 
lake in Latvia

Area 80,70 km2

Latgale is undeniably a land of blue lakes with more than

1,200 lakes

VELNEZERS – a beautiful, small, greenish lake

SALAIŅA - has a shape quite similar to the
outline of Latvia.



Latvia's nature is 
our national 

wealth
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The fourth most 
forested country in 

Europe



Conclusion
 The citizens of Latvia hold on, observe their traditions and pass them

on to the next generation. 

 Despite the fact that Latvia is a small country, it has a huge heritage
and a strong nation.

 People in Latvia charish and appreciate the green gold in the country
- nature, its beauty.

 Citizens in Latvia show patriotism of the country in a sweet, 
sophisticated way and not eccentric.


